NOTE: This guide shows the common steps in CARDONE “F” suffix SKU reprogramming and starts at a point within the normal FMP reprogramming process. Variations to this procedure may be application-specific and may not be represented. Simply follow the applicable screen requests and proceed as indicated. To see and understand the screens pre and post to this instruction, refer to other Ford Reprogramming documentation within this manual. Refer to the “Ford Module Programming User’s Guide” for more information.

- When you get to the “Vehicle Specification” screen, **always click on “No”**.

- Click on the “Tick icon”.

- Gather the required information and click on the “Tick” icon. Tear tag data is considered the best.
- Type in one of the required information inputs and click on the “Tick” icon.

- Select the appropriate application if prompted.

- Vehicle Specification has been corrected to the proper vehicle. Click on “Yes” to accept change.

- Select “Confirm” and proceed through rest of programming operation.